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FOREWORD

Two decades have passed by from the time I had f

used the
Ruralopolis
word
for Mumbai in one of my essays publi
in
The Speaking Tree column
The of
Times of India (
Lemon &
Chillies for Dreams & Deceptions, Amrit Gangar,
18 August 1999).

Twenty years is fairly long time
cularly
for a city to t

so for a city with a monetizing mindset, where

happens to be one of the important cultura
Bombay/Mumbai has undergone a substantial

behavioral change with a generational
not.
turnove

To my mind, she, in her arteries
ns aand interiori

fascinating symbiosis of the
ities,
rural and the urb

Mumbai keeps beckoning
er strange
you into
burgeoning
h
suburba

‘places’ and ‘spaces’ carrying
ornomenclatures

Kharodi Gaothan
nagars all
amidst
around and mushrooming plus
gated communities.
nagars (cities)
Mumbai
nagar
is
within
(megaa

city). The word ‘nagar’ has different connota

Indian cities
nagars,
are
e.g.
known
Ahmednagar,
as
Bhavnagar, e

Nagars have been part of ancient
nagar
urban experienc

sanskriti, the urban civilization. In its fold, this

the intellectual and emotional immensity of

Bombay/Mumbai within its primary
r
engagement o

xii
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semi-fictional literary works
res and
of different te
temperaments.

Nomenclaturally, unlike Indian rivers (almo

feminine, except a very few with
r masculine name

or Brahmaputra), Indian cities
uter
absorb all gen
as well as masculine.
nagar,Besides
e.g. Kushinagar
being a (in

Uttar Pradesh, where Buddha is believed to h

parinirvana or freedom from physical existence and s
could
nagari,
be vati,
a
puram
a
orpura
a /pur, patnam
a
or
pattam

or an
abad, e.g. Amravati (in Maharashtra), Meenak

Chennai) or Nagpur
o be
(considered
the political
t
capital o

Maharashtra), Puri (in Odisha),
h) Machilipatna

or Ahmedabad (in
ese
Gujarat).
names become
Th
crucibles of

cultures and politics of power and possession.

The ‘suffixes’ could indicate
temple
theor
character of

garden. Besides gender, as sarily
a ‘polis’,
sizethese term

specific (geographic or demographic).
eresting
‘Pura’ c

real, utopic or ideal image
aidas,
of a city
1398that Saint R

1450) had imagined and poeticized. The city is B
बेगमपुरा सहर को नाउ ।
दू खु अंदो नही ितिह ठाउ ॥
नां तसवीस खराजु न मालु ।
खउफु न खता न तरसु जवालु ॥
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Begampura is the city without
without
suffering or sorr

troubles or taxes on commodities, she knows n
downfall.
And then he says:
अब मोिह खूब वतन गह पाई ।

“Now, I have found this most excellent city.”

‘vatan’
वतन) of
( Arabic or Persian origin (e.g. Al-w

would mean homeland / heimat; country or natio
Born in the village
dhanpur
of Seer
(aka
Gover
Sir
arGobardhan) ne

Varanasi (Benaras, also called
the
Kashi or the Ci

Indian state of what is now called
ged Uttar Prades

to one of Hindu society’s lowest
Butof the low cas

through his action and devotion,
gnificant
he attained th
mystic saint-poet and is being
the
venerated as a

regions of the Punjab, Uttar Pradesh,
d
Rajasth

Madhya Pradesh. His devotional songs have mad

upon the Bhakti Movement (a movement that emer

medieval Hinduism, it rejected the differen

hierarchy). In fact, these saint-poets
le as
playe

social reformers amidst the caste
y.
and class-ri

Begampura is an ideal city, and as sponge, th

Bombay/Mumbai absorbs
ence; like
its consci
‘nagars’
so
you will a

find ‘pura’ in her bowels (e.g.
Dongri
Tantanpura sti

xiv
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area of South Mumbai, though now in a street n

Bombay/Mumbai is often called
maya – of
Mayapuri, the c

illusion. As myth, could Begampura be an Ithac

write
Odyssey but found her Begampura in his imaginat

ideal city. Or Capernaum, a Galilean
in the
city frequ

history of our Lord? This reminds
ilm me of Pier Pa

The Gospel According to St. Matthew (1964). While looking out for

locations, Pasolini
visited
and
Galilee,
his team
cus,
Jordan, Damas

Bethlehem and Jerusalem. In resonance, Mumba

existence back to the goddess Mumba,
l
who was pa

agris (salt collectors) and
nhabitants
kolis (fisher folk

of the Seven Islands of biomythographies
Bombay. Perhaps all suc

coagulate into a city! Bombay/Mumbai
hat
has her ow
could travel back to Ramayana!
even epical
Dr Mantri’s
times of the

drawal of the narratives
fictional
from
orovels
semi-fictional
the
n

incidentally empowers the reader
tions
to imaginary
alongside the real.

In terms of chronological publishing
of
time, th

quarter of a century between
Baluta, originally
the four:in
the firs

Marathi, was out
1975
in 1978
national
(postemergency phase

while the
Shantaram
last
in 2003 (post-2002 genocidal happ
in Gujarat), in between
Baumgartner’s Bombay
the two
(1988)
live

and
Ravan & Eddie (1995); the year 1988 had already witn

forty years of politics and policy
he th
16
in free Indi

century mosque in North India was demolished b
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fundamentalist forces leading
s.to mass-scale

The book takes cognizance of most of these ha

evoking a vast history and ecology around Bomba

as Dr Mantri argues, is a post-colonial,
also
post-

becomes significant is the way
us her
she locates the
spatial-temporal criticisms.
While the city in general and Bombay/Mumbai
ing
in

continually studied
within
and
multiple
explored
is for
discourses, it

the first time Dr Mantri has embarked
ugh
upon to s

the prism of literary
rough the
works,
experiences
th
of thei
characters:

Pawar,

Baumgartner,

Ravan

and

Lin/Shantaram, and through the movements an

Flâneur. In order to perceive and understand post

modern city, she devotes a Flânerie,
great deal of her at

which is basically a European
rpret
term but she does

it as an Indian experience
h her comparative
throug study of the
novels and the city of Bombay / Mumbai.

She takes up each lead character
lates
of the respect
himFlânerie,
to
e.g. “Baumgartner,
flâneur,
offers
asresistance
a
to

the irresistible city, and
interesting
finds meaning in his
way. It appears
the
that
crowd.
he
hat
loses
But
he y
actuall
w
to
does

is join the crowd as a stroller, an observer,

individual, and he, therefore,
zing
does not succum

impulse of the city.” She also
omprovides
the
us with

xvi
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original novels to let us feel
the
their inner exp

process we also move through different
y,
places
whether it is Baumgartner’s Café de Paris or
Leopold, or Ravan
CWD
and
chawls Eddie’s
in Mazagaon or

Pawar’s Kawakhana
of Nagpada.
in the middle
Though published i
1995,
Ravan & Eddie is set in the 1950s Bombay/Mumbai.

It might sound strange but while
vely
reading the no

juxtaposing them
tle subterranean
I find a subhem.
dialogue within
For instance, between
Baluta and
the
Ravan
two
& Eddie,
‘Pawar’ of
or between two orShantaram
more ‘Afghan’
and
Ravan & Eddie;
in

somehow these post-facto conjectures
e
make our

fascinating, now
gives
that
usDr
anMantri
explorative
nity,
opportu

and for a moment everything ceases
city to be fictio
is physical real and visceral.

Baluta is the story of the author Daya Pawar himsel

childhood between his village Dhamangaon and

Nagarkar’s Ravan Pawar is a Bombay boy. One Pa

another Maratha; one Pawar is Daya
l
(compassio

(Ravan). Dagdu Maruti Pawar (Daya) is among th
Dalit hierarchy. Kshatriya
Maratha
caste
is and
a military,
powerful
one in the state
Both
of Maharashtra.
‘Pawar’ are
state
from the same

that finds mention
tional
in India’s
anthem as
bna
Maratha (Punja

Sindh-Gujarat-Maratha) within
or the pan-India

Ravana, as we know, is depicted
n)
as the Rakshasa
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king of Lanka (today’s Sri Lanka),
t the who is an Evi
Noble Rama in the
Ramayana.
Indian
Though
epic
set in the 1950s,

Nagarkar’s
Ravan & Eddie was conceived in the almost immed

century Islamic
Babri
aftermath of the th
demolition
of themosque
16

Masjid in the North Indian (Uttar
ieved
Pradesh) city

to be the birthplace of Lord Rama.
ots The post-Bab

across the country had turned ghastly
s
and bloo

taken over by the communal Hindu-Muslim
zy
hatred

post-colonial, post-modern city of Bombay/M

cosmopolitan character; we had
ile.
found her so vu

The ghettos of the Dalits and the
Dalit
Muslims huddle

‘Pawar’ was in the most precarious situation

‘Pawar’ in those times threatening
Or
the city’s

perhaps its fragile veneer.eement
Politically, as we

with Mahatma Gandhi on caste issues, B.R. Ambe
massive communities of the Dalits to convert

consequently leading to the powerful
, the
Republic

similar family names of Pawar in the two afore

indicate the kind of caste complexity
general, that prev
and the state of
ofMaharashtra
which Bombay/Mumbai
(
is the
capital city) in particular.

In fact this episode of Indian
escape
social-politic
the author’s attention.
describingWhile
Kiran
chawl Dr
Nagarkar’s

Mantri makes some interesting
“In
points for the r

the 1990s, the identity of secular
reasing
India melted

xviii

Foreword

fundamentalism. Nagarkar is
ed
of
way
the view that th
back in thethe
1950s
1960s.
and
ictions
In his dep
of
divide
the dual
between the Hindus
on and
one Christians
hand and the so-called

Hindu high-class and the untouchables
of
on the o
secularism and
never
social
gained
equality
ground.”

In Nagarkar’s novel, ‘Afghan’
the
enters as popula

Afghan Snow, a facial cream. Remembered stil
advertisements,
nd what
interesting
is to my
of
mi
is
the
how the loci
novel and this
osmetic
facial
cream
.c
The
conjoin
factory
cingprodu

this cream and other oils and perfumeries
a in
was l
the neighborhood Mazagaon
van and Eddie
where
lived.
Ra
In fact

Byculla does appear in the novel. The Afghan S

established way back in 1909 by
li
an enterprisin

Patanwala, who had migrated to Bombay from hi

Patan home in Rajasthan. Afghan in Gregory D

Shantaram appears as a real romantic location of s

mountains up north in Afghanistan.
m
The novel t

to a remote Indian village in the rainy season

Afghan mountains among other places.
the
The imagi

Afghan mountains in winter will
ofimmediately br
the white snow (Afghan
Ravan & Eddie).
Snow
This
of is a

wonderful meeting of the two ‘Afghan’ in two n

‘Pawar’ met in the two. Somehow,
els
the author’s c
becomes so evocative
y different
in completel
ways
onsand imaginati

that in a sudden
h associations
hindsight suc
writing
illuminated while
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this Foreword. In her spatial-temporal
, and
explor

through
Flâneur’s
thegaze, Dr Mantri does provoke us to
differentlytime
and at
remain
the same
in sync with her.

Well, in other words, the
lâneur
author’s
while and the nov

negotiating the streets of Bombay/Mumbai,
gh
is a

the dense forests of Indian casteist-cultur
s-

political as well as ‘cosmetic’
ength
histories.
the
She
meaning of flâneur
the and
term
flâneurie and its operative
undercurrents. So who
flâneurcould
or howbe
would
an Indian
we

define him in Indian literary or urban conte
stereotypical literal
flâneur in
meaning
Hindi
would
of
be
the word

Aalsi or
Kaahil (both meaning ‘lazy’), its synonyms wo

productive to carry our discourse
e the further and t
urban explorer and connoisseur
the
of the street, which will in turn
give us alternative
paryavekshak
words
who is
in an
Hindi:
observer,

a scrutineer. While making a comparative
ls
stud

vis-à-vis the city of Bombay/Mumbai,
lve
Dr Mantri
deeper into this
Benjaminian
Baudelarianconcept
flâneur in
of the

our context. I think this ision.
her important
And
conte
as the author agrees,
Baluta employs
though
the technique of

flânerie, it is not in the definitions employed in ot
generally understood.

“Pawar does not wander and walk.
on the streets of Bo

He is too much of an insider, age
too in
familiar with the

the act of walking, in the novel.
lowsThis act of walki

xx

Foreword

for running images and stories
rratives
to create a larger v

of the street (or space) that
His
is
stories
walked upon, is not

are about people from the fringes of society

biomythographic narrative style is relatively new way of s

[…] His incompetent decisions are a reflecti

Bombay/Mumbai has altered himly
in spirit and mind,
observes in the flâneur.”
true style
(Emphasis
of a added).

Biomythography is the term created by Audre Lour

described her
Zami thus.
1982 book
It was Ted Warburton, who gave

us a simple definition of the term,
ing
“Biomythograp

together of myth, history and a
biography in epic n

style of composition that represents all the wa
perceive the world.”

Parallelly, this again reminds
Anywhere: me of the fasci
A mythogeography of South Devon and how to walk it I received from

its author Cecile Oak, soon after
of its
its publicat

chapters refers to Frederico
Flâneur:The ArtCastigliano’s
of
bo

Wandering the Streets of Paris (2016). Mythogeographer Phil Sm

(who is Cecile Oak) has been walking, explori

filming, talking
boutand
South
writing
Devona
y
for almost twen

years.
Anywhere is an adventure, momentous and fleshy

novel, it is also the first, detailed
of a
mythoge

defined area. Cecile
rbed it,
Oak and
has it
abso
him. Whether,

Bombay/Mumbai, the so-called ts
commercial capi

her inhabitants the privilege
I think
of absorption is
Calcutta/Kolkata does.
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Nevertheless and obviously, the vocabulary a

always been vibrantly evolving,
biomythography
both these te

and
mythogeography would make Bombay/Mumbai yet more

mysterious and the author of this
extsbook provides

to mull over and re-comprehend
e city’s contours.
th
Yet anothe

distinguishing aspect of this
s the
book, as I alrea

way it looks at the city within
. Inspatial
doing
critica

so Dr Mantri brings
of arguments,
in a gamutcitations
exts.
and cont
Her spatial
so
criticism
doesn’t
time.
exclude
She
al also makes clear

the distinctions between ‘place’
d
and ‘space’

muddled up. As she maintains,
erence
“It is essential

between space and place whilst
tial
looking at lite
perspective. Several
se the two
interchangeabl
theorists
terms
y, but
u

it might be important to draw a
he
distinction be
also cites Foucault
Of Other Spaces
and
and
his
his
essay
concept of

the
site, divided into utopias and heterotopias. I

author also complicates thoughts
to
and ideas, w

understand spatial-temporal
cacies vis-à-vis
ce,
intri
the city. Sp

which has a history of its own,
Pile
is also politic

said, “all spatialities are ert)
political becaus

medium and (disguised) expression of asymmet
power.
Place and
( the Politics of Identity, Routledge,
The 1993, in

Cinematic City, Ed. David B. Clarke, Routledge, 1997).

In her discourse of the city ofuite
Bombay/Mumbai, c

smoothly. Two feature Ravan
films
& Eddie
that
are dance out from

xxii
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Dil Deke Dekho and
Rock Around the Clock. Both Ravan and Eddie

of Kiran Nagarkar’s novel are s
interested in f
Rock Around the Clock and RavanDil
goes
Deke Dekho,
to Eddie

steals money from the church, .
and sells cinem

Cinema appears strongly only in
inNagarkar’s no

Daya Pawar’s,
Shantaram
as wherein
also in we do find the presence
film industry people.
Starring Shammi
Dil Deke Kapoor,
Dekho was released in 1959,
three years
Rock Around
after
the Clock (1956); the latter had

influenced many a popular films
rockthat were tryin

n-roll around that time with peppy
brant songs. Nagar

references to Hindi films and
und
creates a fascin
his characters
Dil and
Deke Dekho
the
had
city.
followed its

predecessor
Tumsa Nahin Dekha (1957), which was Nasir Hussain

debut, a musical partly shot
Shammi
in color. It transf

Kapoor into a loose-limbed, hip-swinging
Yun
hero
to humne lakh haseen dekhe hain, tumsa nahin dekha was one of the

eminent playback singer Mohammed Rafi’s big
Hussain remade
Dil Deke
the
Dekho
story
in 1959.
as
Filmic times
then were rocking and rolling.

Directed by Fred F. Sears and long
starring Bill Hal

with Alan Freed, the Platters, Tony Martinez
Freddie Bell and
Rock Around
his the
Bellboys,
Clock was produced

by B-movie king Sam Katzman (who would produce
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Presley films in
ilm
the
had
1960s).
a tremendous
The
n f
impact o

popular films produced in Bombay (dubbed as Bo
C-A-T Cat / Cat maane Billi,
R-A-T Rat/ Rat maane Chuha / Arre dil
hai tere panje mein toDilli
kya
ka Thug
hua?
(1958)
from the film
was influencedRock
byAround
a song
the Clock.
from
The 1958
Hindi film (starring Kishore Kumar
ly
and Nutan)
imbibed rock-n-roll
Rock Around the Clock.
from
In a sense, both

Ravan and Eddie had similar choices, one thro
another through Hollywood.

The book deals independently and at length wi

Literature and Cinema along with the city of Bo

author, in the process, refers
)to Saadat Hasan

who had published
Bombay Stories, a collection of short stori

based on the city, in which he on
articulated a un

Bombay. Manto’s Bombay, as she rightly says, w

the films.
Village Girl “
(1937) was the first color feature f
subcontinent to
irected
be released.”
by Moti D
B Gidwani and

produced by Ardeshir Irani’s Imperial
as
Film Com

originally
Kisan Kanya,
called
whose scenario and dialogues w

written by Manto. It is remembered
a’s
mainly for b

first color films,
necolour
using
process
the Ci imported by t

production company. However,out
it would be inter

some other Mumbai-centricBombay
films
ni
made by Imperi
Sethani or
Call of Satan (1924)
Wild Cat
orof Bombay aka
Mumbai

ni Biladi or
Uthavgir Abala (1927), which was about a brave a

xxiv
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kind girl looting the rich and
by
feeding the poo
Imperial, these were silent films.

Starring the studio’s most famous
n her star, Suloch

female Robin Hood-type of role,
arbs
appeared in se

to hoodwink the police: a gardener, a policem

gentleman, a street urchin, aller
European blonde

and an expert pickpocket. Thewith
film made box off

it Sulochana became the highest
she paid
is
star in In

said to have earned more than what
t
the governor

that time. ‘Sulochana’ was an
Ruby
adopted stage and

Myers who hailed from a Jewish ancestry, from t

Baghdadi Jews largely settled in Bombay/Mumba

In fact, numerous films carried ‘Mumbai’ or ‘B
titles. Imperial’s
Cinema Girl silent
(1930) film
was a typical

Bombay film. It starred Ermeline, a Goa-born a

one of the leading ladies of silent
She
cinema prod
was also responsible for Prithviraj
hen
Kapoor’s

the male lead of this film failed
director
to turn up and t

asked his heroine to choose an actor from the

Handsome Punjabi Prithviraj was her choice. T

film
Cinema Girl was directed by B.P. Mishra. It shoul

noted that though India’s
Alamfirst
Ara wassound film or a

produced in 1931 (again by Imperial);
duced
the silen

even after that, till 1934, largely
i.
in the cit
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Perhaps more interesting would
n film
be to note that

was made in Bombay. Produced at Imperial, the

languageDokhtar-e-Lor
film was
(The Lor Girl, 1932) directed b

Ardeshir Irani (1886-1969) and produced by Im

script was written by Abdol-Hossein
d
Sepanta (1
come to Bombay on the invitation of Dinshaw

Zoroastrian Society for
The
translating
Parsis and
books on
the Indian Cinema, Amrit Gangar,
International Film, an Iranian
Film Quarterly published from Tehran, Vol.

Bonbay/Mumbai is the city of surprises
of
and suc

hers are evident in this book.
Bombay Dr Mamta Mantri
Novels:Some insights in spatial criticism is a cumulative experience

of the city, its post-colonial
which
and post-modern
finds us as citizens and we, her.
Amrit Gangar
Film Historian and Writer
Mumbai, 26 November 2018

I
NTRODUCTION

A web of identities, interests,
he
and institut

there
metropolis of modern India.1,
According
to Mich

are two main kinds of definitions
ortant
of the city, b

characteristics of cities. The
in demographic d
defining the city
nd population,
based
nd
on
the
size
functio
nal
aa

definition believes that cities
dings.
have an impac

The demographic definition is based on four asp
1. Permanence
2. Large population size
3. High population density
4. Social heterogeneity
The functional definition allows
eration
a city to be a

of retail market centers. These
there
market centers

is a hinterland that serves them and consume

manufactured there. The larger
dsthe hinterland
and services provided), the more important

economics of a city further allows
s to the
us to add oth
city: political
ous centers,
capitals,
economic
etc.
religi centers,

A city has its apparent strengths
inedand weakness

through many ways; but the one
city
thing appears in
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is recognized as a city in the
nitions
first place. When
are applied to Mumbai, it isvery
obvious
big that it is

city, a metropolis, thriving
am
and
and
inviting so ma
make it big here.

Mumbai, which began as a colonial
arger
city, has beco

metropolises in the world. The
y with
Census of India

a population of over 10 million as a mega city—

population of over 18.4 million,
603 makes the cut

sq. km (including Navi Mumbai),
is
Mumbai’s geogr

such that it enables this island
trading
city to provid

and business opportunities. It
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2
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compelling bookends of Mumbai’s story because they seem to have
the force of historical truth. In fact, it is a trick of history, inviting us
to believe its Bombay-to-Mumbai tale as an objective reading of the
past when it is a fable. To accept it at its face value is to get ensnared
in the fabulous spell that history casts”. What requires examination
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